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The Carolina bays are elliptical. Therefore they cannot have been caused by the impact of a single body. 

Throw a stone vertically into the water and a concentric circular wave pattern appears. Let another 

stone hit the water at an oblique angle and a concentric circular wave pattern appears. Look at impact 

craters on the moon and discover nearly all of them are circular. This is due to the Huygens-Fresnel 

principle1, which says every point of a wavefront is the source of a new circular wave. ANY oscillator 

causes a circular or spherical wave in the medium around it as long as the latter is homogeneous. The 

impact of a single body simply causes circular waves, hence a circular crater, no matter the impact 

angle, unless it is VERY oblique. 

Of a spherical cloud of many smaller bodies, the bundle of individual trajectories will be cylindrical. It 

might even be a ((very) large) drop of some liquid or a long cylindrical string of bodies having parallel 

trajectories, impacting at some oblique angle. If a cylinder is cut at an angle, an ellipse results. All impact 

locations will together form an elliptical impact area, where each impact creates its own relatively small 

circular pattern and all of those will overlap in such a way that an elliptical "crater" comes into being. 

Now please have a look at: 

https://www.google.nl/maps/@-49.8382957,-68.2694458,73860m/data=!3m1!1e3 

https://www.google.nl/maps/@-50.5485738,-69.6664249,73743m/data=!3m1!1e3, 

https://www.google.nl/maps/@-51.2795259,-69.3950169,25329m/data=!3m1!1e3 

and investigate the area. Taking account for Earth's rotation during a flight through space of let's say 

half an hour or three quarters, many of the shapes in that area reasonably line up with the Carolina 

bays. They are not as elliptical as the Carolina bays. 

Succession of Younger Dryas related events how I think they occurred: 

1. end of last ice age, temperatures started rising; 

2. something happened (maybe the Hiawatha impact2) that caused the world 

to return to fully glacial conditions, i.e. the start of the Younger Dryas; 

3. due to asymmetrical growth of the ice, the earth crust 

including the ice became unstable and reached a tipping point; 

4. an earth crust shift occurred which suddenly moved Canada, carrying the heavy Laurentide ice 

sheet, 14° to the south making it rotate around Earth's axis at a greater radius which is far more 

stable. It also suddenly moved Siberia 14° to the north so a mammoth could flash freeze with its 

mouth full of food, and it moved the North Pole as seen from Gobekli Tepi 14° to the East, 

rendering the observatory completely useless so they buried it; 

5. the Laurentide ice sheet ended up at a far warmer latitude so it started melting very rapidly, 

without any ice wall or so, causing a global see level rise of approximately 120 metres. That too is a 

flood (which for example drowned the Persian Gulf, average depth: 60 m, maximum: 90 m), but far 

slower, not in agreement with Plato writing Atlantis disappeared in one day; 

6. see https://mariobuildreps.com/ about probable earth crust shifts based on the alignment of 

temples etc. all over the world; I got the 14° I just mentioned from this site; 

7. the crust shift causes a worldwide cataclysm of unknown proportions, 

see http://henk-reints.nl/HR-the-flood.pdf and http://henk-reints.nl/HR-the-flood-02.pdf; 

8. humanity hardly survives this unimaginable global flood; 

9. civilisation had to start all over again, as described by Plato when he mentions Atlantis; 

                                                           
1
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huygens%E2%80%93Fresnel_principle 

2
 Hiawatha is several millon years old: https://www.eurekalert.org/news-releases/945636 
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10. in 360 BCE, Plato dated it at 9000 years ago, so it occurred around 11380 years before 2020 CE; 

11. which is just the end of the Younger Dryas; 

12. the precise 30° latitude and NESW alignment of the Great pyramid of Giza implies it must have been 

built after this crust shift occurred, right on top of what might be a flood deposit; 

13. enough members of the ancient advanced civilisation survived to build them; 

14. somewhere between say 9000 and 5000 years ago another completely independent cataclysm may 

have struck the earth with very heavy cosmic impacts, as seemingly described in for example the 

biblical Book of Revelation, causing this civilisation to disappear. 

When I read Plato's Timaios, it was immediately clear to me that the continent that is mentioned must 

be America. See http://henk-reints.nl/HR-the-flood-02.pdf where I more or less quote Plato. 

I think that especially South America was very heavily struck by the flood that resulted from the earth 

crust shift. Both the Atlantic and the Pacific may have deeply penetrated it (over 1000 kilometers land 

inward!) and I litterally (and this time litterally is not used figuratively) mean the oceans themselves, not 

just some wavelets like the ripples we saw in Thailand and Japan in 2004 and 2011 respectively. By the 

way, the Indian Ocean tsunami yielded a death toll of 220 000, which equals the DAILY growth of the world population (i.e. 

the amount by which the global birth rate exceeds the death rate and that is the major f---ing problem we have to deal with), 

so how bad was it really? The Pacific itself (well, part of it) may have gone right over Peru, Bolivia, and 

northern Chile. A 2 or 3 kilometer high flood attacking the Andes, litterally going over the mountains. 

And the Atlantic came from the east, also the ocean itself, practically at its full depth. Practically the 

entire Mediterranean flooded over northern Africa, all the way to Brasil. Please read http://henk-

reints.nl/HR-the-flood.pdf in detail. Of course all of these assumptions should be confirmed by 

geological surveys and so before they may be presumed a near truth. 

In https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AO6xiQp3aa8&start=770 is said (in German): In Chapada 

Diamantina in eastern Brazil are caves that are several kilometers deep and permanently under water, 

and there are the bones of the animals of the megafauna. Between wood. How does wood get into a 

cave? This wood lies at the bottom of the cave, several kilometers deep in the cave, and the cave has 

always been under water. 

Maybe some of that wood could be thoroughly investigated, classified, dated? 

I have great doubts about the Burckle crater. On https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burckle_Crater I read: 

1. The Holocene Impact Working Group propose that it was formed by a very large-scale and relatively 

recent (c. 3000–2800 BCE) meteorite impact event; 

2. Confidence: probable, hypothesized, contested; 

3. Based on the hypothesis these dunes were formed by a megatsunami resulting from an impact, the 

researchers were able to triangulate the location of Burckle crater; 

4. Burckle crater has not yet been dated by radiometric analysis of its sediments. The Holocene Impact 

Working Group researchers think that it formed about 5,000 years ago. 

Maybe there is no crater at all. Please read http://henk-reints.nl/HR-the-flood-02.pdf near the end (as of 

2020-09-10). 

The Incas supposedly built miraculous walls and so. Like others, I think they didn't. There must have 

been some far older civilisation that disappeared. That does however not answer the question how they 

were built. 

Please have a look at next image. Where these stones quarried somewhere and then transported up the 

mountain? Chiselled to obtain a perfect match so you cannot get a razor between them? 
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Nope, these are petrified sand bags near Diksmuide in Belgium. They were stacked up during World 

War 1 and they were not intended to look miraculous, but to prevent the trenches to collapse and to 

protect against bullets. Today, the bags themselves are gone and the original sand is completely 

petrified, as hard as concrete. This took far less than 100 years, just several decades. They turned into 

stones having a nearly perfect match. You cannot get a razor between them. Had they done some effort 

to make it smoother and looking nicer, it could have resembled: 

 
http://www.cookstudio.com/gallery/stone-walls#3 

EXTERNAL WALL FACING WEST | INGENUITY SECTOR, MACHU PICCHU 

Where these stones quarried somewhere and then transported up the mountain? Chiselled to obtain a 

perfect match so you cannot get a razor between them? Or could they be petrified bags of easily 

transportable sand, where the bags themselves have long disappeared as they were most probably of 

organic material? Of course they would match as tightly as possible. And their joints could easily contain 

things to horizontally hold them together with a perfect fit, connecting adjacent bags that would petrify 

and become interlinked stones. And they did not have to await the petrification, they could just build on 

top of it as long as the bags were in tact. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4un50Ubqfw0 

Don't they look like stacked bags? Do they contain rods, perhaps to already give them some shape 

before filling them? 

By the way, I got this idea of sand bags from some YouTube video that I cannot find back. But it 

convinced me. Being a physicist I think it makes sense. If one thinks that what one thinks is 

impossible, then what one thinks may well be impossible and then one should think of what one 

thinks is possible instead of stubbornly persisting in thinking what one thinks is impossible and 

contriving hilarious "explanations". Sigh... 

The Egyptian pyramids were built in order to bury dead faraos. Please don't make me lauhahahahaugh. 

Archeologist & Egyptologist call anything incomprehensible a grave or a tomb. Zero mummies have 

been found in any pyramid and there are zero pyramids in which a mummy was ever found. What a 

convincing evidence for the pyramids being tombs. I am convinced the pyramids already existed when 

the Egyptian civilisation we know arose and they just incorporated the things in their daily life. And they 

connected their names to them.  Kilroy was here. 

As already mentioned, their location and alignment implies the pyramids can hardly predate any crust 

shift. Then the civilisation that built them must have survived the cataclysm and then built the pyramids, 

as a very clear marker of the new alignment of the earth. 

Throughout the last 200 000 years, 
Homo Sapiens has never been a muttonhead. 

He was just as sapiens as you are today 
(but of course not as clever as I...). 

I suggest you search on the internet for the 7000 year old Nubian egg and be surprised. 

Please fully read: http://henk-reints.nl/HR-the-flood.pdf & http://henk-reints.nl/HR-the-flood-02.pdf 

and have a look at: https://mariobuildreps.com/ 

Also watch: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLDrfNaY9xgYF_fPtEeXISVT0WzxcIAS9- by Mike 

Haduck, who debunks the bollocks that we would not be able to make things like all those ancient 

objects today. In https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_fIigpabcz4 he just does what egyptologists 

consider undoable. 

One should not consult an egyptologist about architecture, engineering, or masonry. 

Ask a specialist instead of an ultracrepidarian.  Cobbler, stick to your last. 
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